
The Cell Cycle
Vhat conrrols the life and developmenr of a cell?

why? ilosl nl rcll's ite lr J trt in IL
An old piece of poerry says "ro everything rhere is a time ro be , a time to die." For cells,season... a
the I
cells

to grow." In multicellular organisms, differenr rypes of
roles and need to complete specific tasks. For example, a cell that isnt large enough is

not useful for sto ring nutrients for later, but a cell that is too large will nor be useful for transportatron
through a tiny capillary. In this activiry you will learn about the seasons of a cell's life, and in turn better
understand how organisms function.
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Model I - The Cell Cycle
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l. How many phases are in the cell cycle as shown in the di";; ir, ilod.l ri
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2. Starting at the starred cell, what is rhe order of the srages of a cellk life?
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3. During which phase does the size of the cell increase?

)
does the number of cells increase?
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5. Considering your answer to Questions 3 and 4, idendfy two ways rhac the growth of an organ-
ism c¿n be accomplished through the evenrs of the cell cycle.
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6. Cancer, the uncontrolled growth of cells, often results in a rumor, or mass of abnormal cells

Some cancerous tumors consist of cells that are much smaller rhan normal. Acco rding to
of the is (are) most likely
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of the arrow represents time, then for those cancerous cells, what hap-
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7. In Model 1, if
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pens to the time that is necessary for the cell cycle? \What implication mighr this have for doctors
who are treating cancer patients?
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Model 2 - Cell Cycle Dati

Phase
WL
Key Process
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Time Interval
(hours)

(,

Sets of DNA
present in each cell

at end ofphase

Number of
organelles in each

cell at end of phase

GaP, CC\I ,qTû\NIh T 11 1 560

Synthesis ?Nâ' (Ql,(¡;tttor- 8 2 570

GaP,

I
Protein and'organelle
synthesis

4 2 600

Mitosis Cell and nuclear splitting 1 I 300

Total time: 24

8. Model 2 presents cell cycle data for arypical human cell in culture. Use the phase names in
Model 2 to label the G, M, and S phases in Model 1.
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9. Looking at the third column of Model 2, comp.are the time spent in mitosis with the time spent

in gap, in human cells and describe any difference.
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10. Imagine 100 cells were chosen randomly from a dssue sample and examined under a microscope.

In which phase of the cell rycle would you expect to find the largest number of cells? Explain.
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Look again at Model 2. Compare the'amount of DNA'at the beginning and end of synthesis.
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Fill in the "Key Process" column for synthes'is phase in Model 2. ,l'
Cyto = cell, þinesis = cutring.\Øhat do you think rakes place during cytokinesis?
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14. Other than cytokinesis, what'else occurs during the mito'sis phase? Hint: Consider tåe sets of

DNA in each cell.
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15. Look carefully at information given to you in Model I ánd Model 2. Fill in the key process

column in the table for gap r t/
16. If a culture in the lab starts with one human cell, how many cells will there be after 24 hours?
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L7. The total time for the phases listed in Model 2 is 24 hours. How many human cells will be in rhe
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culture after another 24 hours? Explain
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\ 18. Is the original cell "dead" or does it disappear after mitosis? Explain your answer.
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19. If a starÊsh sustains damage to a limb, it often grows a new one. If a human adult sustains
damage to his or her spinal cord, mobiliry is often impaired. If a gecko loses its tail, it may grow
a new one. \Øhich rype of cell is less likely to go through the cell cycle after being damaged-
starfish limb, human spinal cord,ÇgrcT'o tail? Supporr your answer.
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cells can be produced to replace up rc 75o/o of the liver. However, if you sustain brain dam-
age, your body does not produce new brain cells. Explain dris,observ4tion using whac you have
learned abour th
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